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Abstract 
POP Mart has gradually become popular in the Chinese market since 2016.Its brand 
blind box has led the rise of China's animation market.The IP image of well-known 
brands is well known.Every time a new product is issued,it will be robbed by people.How 
to establish the brand marketing behind the blind box will be analyzed in detail and put 
forward development suggestions. 
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1. Introduction 

Wang Ning,founder of POP Mart,always thought that he wanted to build a brand store.In the 
early days,POP Mart was like a"grocery store"with all kinds of cultural and creative products.He 
soon learned from the changes in the market and thought that such a"Amoy brand"could not 
become a real brand,so he sifted it selectively,The remaining flagship IP represents Molly to 
become the darling of the market and bring POP Mart to the peak of listing.This includes not 
only the creation of IP,but the whole industry chain operation ability required by brands 
involved in multiple links of"IP acquisition-Product R&amp;D-production-channel",constantly 
infiltrating brand culture in all links of the industry chain and firmly grasping the marketing 
means of consumer psychology,which enhances the stickiness between consumers and 
brands.The effect of brand marketing permeates bit by bit,overthrows the traditional 
marketing theory,holds the power point of private domain traffic,and"transforms the company 
from a simple retail company to a whole industry chain platform enterprise integrating artist 
economy,IP incubation,retail and trend culture promotion". 

2. Brand Marketing Management Thinking and Mode 

2.1. Brand Value 
In the past,the market was based on practical economy and practical industry,and there were 
many practical goods in the market.In order to stand out in the market,the marketing focus of 
enterprises would focus on the competition of product price,quality and product function.The 
breakthrough of market pattern could be brought by technological progress or innovation of 
marketing channels.With the intensification of competition,Even when generation Z(born five 
years before and after 1995)becomes a major consumer force,brand advantage can bring long 
vitality to enterprises,and brand marketing is becoming more and more important[1]. 
According to Jingzhun Research Institute,more than half of the gross profit of the beauty 
industry comes from the brand itself,and the construction of upstream and downstream is not 
the main source of the competitiveness of its products.Similar to the audience of beauty 
brands,the attractors of fashion products also take"appearance"as the main reference 
standard,which is very suitable for creating phenomenal single products with"low price and 
high gross profit",which is the role of brand value. 
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2.2. Brand Positioning 
According to Xiong Xiaojie's research,the five elements of brand marketing are:product 
quality,enterprise credit,product positioning,brand personality and brand communication[2]. 
Brand positioning is the first step of brand marketing.The goal is to tap the development 
potential of the brand and enhance the brand influence.Marketing should be based on its own 
product positioning.Before POP Mart broke the circle,trendplay was just a hobby of a small 
group.Designers had high-value IP without the help of the industrial chain.POP Mart took this 
opportunity to open the marketing mode of"IP+blind box"and create its own brand 
positioning:meet the new consumption concept of generation Z and become a"trendy toy 
brand",Implement the brand culture of"creating trends and delivering beauty". 
This concept of combining toys with the trend is also the way for POP Mart to create a 
brand,that is,it integrates art,design,trend,painting,sculpture and other elements into the trend 
toys.It is an adult type toy with artistic flavor and emotional resonance. 

3. Unique Brand Image and Brand Imprint 

3.1. Blind Box Economy-trend Consumption 
Blind box economy is undoubtedly the most successful marketing means of POP Mart.It pushes 
the tide play market to the public and brings the heat of tide play.POP Mart is famous in the 
blind box economy,but not all products can be popular through blind box packaging.Behind the 
blind box economy,it is because POP Mart is essentially a brand advertised by IP trendy 
play.Any industry can arm its products with blind boxes.Compared with the marketing method 
of blind boxes,the more valuable part of POP Mart is its IP,which is a satisfaction for the new 
consumption concept and the core of POP Mart's sustainable operation.[3] 

3.2. IP Personalization-product Differentiation 
In addition to the impact of consumption upgrading,the explosion of the blind box has 
something to do with the rise of the tide game market.The trend pursued by tide game is 
constantly updated[4].With the development of consumers away from popular aesthetics,tide 
game preferences will tend to personalized design.Therefore,POP Mart tries its best to shape 
brand personality in the process of IP design,Resist the weakening of brand sense caused by 
product homogenization.First of all,the IP it creates is different from the traditional trend 
dolls.The previous popular trend dolls basically have animation,movies and other contents as 
the background,and POP Mart's dolls are centered on"good-looking".Consumers don't need to 
take time to understand the story behind them,and the acceptance threshold is low. Secondly, 
the imaginative sense of design and elaborate"Lo Niang"clothes have attracted many women 
who love the secondary culture and released everyone's recognition of personalized culture.At 
the same time,Wang Ning,founder of POP Mart,asked the designer to make the doll have no 
expression,no expression and values,which is the key difference of IP.POP Mart has established 
a unique brand image. 

3.3. From"IP Driven"to"Brand Driven" 
IP is not completely consistent with the brand.The brand is the image representative of the 
enterprise,products and services.It is the result of the close combination of tangible assets and 
intangible assets,and reflects the comprehensive strength of the enterprise.According to the 
theory of AI Reese,"A brand is the representative of a category or the name of a category.The 
establishment of a brand is to realize the leading role of the brand in a category and become the 
first in a category.From the perspective of consumers,when they want to consume a category, 
they think of a brand immediately,so the brand can be considered to have established a strong 
brand." 
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4. Unique Ecosystem, Forming Brand Barriers 

4.1. The Strong Combination of Artists and POP Mart Ensures the Brand Design 
Malcolm Gladwell,the author of tipping point,once pointed out that people are more sensitive 
to their surroundings than they are.We need to understand the importance of the environment 
and understand that those specific and relatively small factors in the environment may become 
people's behavior tipping point.Like works of art,the sensitivity of artists can bring one of the 
best"pop money",and art is a minority.POP Mart attaches great importance to art in brand 
building.It not only continuously strengthens the contact with original designers,gathers trendy 
designers to participate through various trendy activities and exhibitions,but also establishes 
MCN institutions,establishes communication with multiple art schools,and actively explores 
excellent and very talented design students at home and abroad to cultivate talents [5]. 
The key to the combination of POP Mart and artists lies in that it has established a professional 
industrial development team.Artists only need to work out design sketches,and it can help them 
complete the subsequent links such as perfect design,3D modeling,industrial design and 
proofing,which greatly improves the efficiency of designers and the sense of trust formed by 
good communication with them,Enhance the designer's dependence on the brand. 

4.2. Most of the Costs Focus on Brand Building 
POP Mart's previous channels can't establish brand attributes and have user stickiness. 
Founder Wang Ning promoted the transfer of channels to brand building and emphasized the 
concept of D to C channel construction to directly connect users and consumers. Fine analysis 
can be carried out for brand sales data, and the trend of the trend can be analyzed and captured 
in finer granularity.Let consumers directly establish contact with the brand and deepen their 
understanding of the brand. The production process is also outsourced, and most of the costs 
are spent on brand building and improving user stickiness,including IP creation and operation, 
the establishment of consumer communication and feedback platform, so as to change the 
source of income and form the revenue from authorization, development and cooperation of 
self owned IP. 

4.3. Omnidirectional Output Combining Online and Offline 
Online diversified marketing channels are designed to cover as many consumer groups as 
possible,which can also effectively improve the popularity of POP Mart brand.Through tiktok's 
cooperation with Tmall,Jingdong and other platforms,and using WeChat,micro-blog,Kwai,and 
other new media to make fine operation,bubble brand's brand marketing will go deeper into 
the private domain,such as making derivatives that are limited according to season,and cross 
marketing through selecting different brand names to produce joint products.Make dolls wear 
clothes that meet the characteristics of festivals or joint manufacturers,and penetrate the brand 
influence in different fields [6]. 
Offline high-value retail channels:POP Mart sets up self-supporting stores and machine stores 
for sales.Whether it is self-supporting stores or machine stores,the principle of POP Mart is to 
be adjacent to high-grade brands to create the impression of its own brand in the hearts of 
consumers.Self operated stores are generally located in high-end shopping malls in first and 
second tier cities,and machine stores will be set up around high-end brand stores in shopping 
malls in second and third tier cities to attract users.The appearance of the retail stores of these 
blind boxes has been carefully designed,with bright lights and fashionable appearance,which 
are also strengthening the brand image. 
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5. Conclusion 

Through the above analysis of POP Mart, it can be seen that the change of brand marketing is 
also a part of business model innovation,mainly reflected in value proposition, channel and 
customer relationship. With the progress of technology and the times,brand marketing has 
continuously opened a new ecology of cross-border cooperation, and digital technology can 
also be used to obtain consumers'feedback on the brand,Promote and improve after integration. 
Brand marketing has great significance and function. Mature brands can use it to obtain 
subversive innovation,and cutting-edge brands can use it to achieve breakthrough growth.For 
another example,during the initial promotion of Xiaomi mobile phone, Lei Jun did not choose 
the traditional advertising marketing such as inviting stars to speak, but formed a reliable 
reputation among the masses with Xiaomi brand itself through network communication, online 
and offline combination and other modes, which won the trust of consumers. It not only 
narrowed the distance with consumers, but also did not have a large marketing cost,So that the 
products occupy a higher market share. 
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